
That's the Spirit! The ultimate 
guide in magazine form for 
spirit enthusiasts and 
mixology aficionados, as 
well as industry insiders. A 
collector's gem, an exquisite 
pearl inviting you to browse, 
read, and delve into the art 
of spirits.

●

Contacts:
bazze@thatsthespirit.it
whatsapp 3515434741

Why choose That's The Spirit

● Circulation of 5,000 Copies
● Sent with every order from 

GinShop.it
● Distributed in carefully selected 

establishments by ilGin.it
● 48 pages of premium content 

and exclusives regarding the 
spirits industry

● High-quality printing and 
binding

● Officially registered with the 
Bologna Court

mailto:bazze@thatsthespirit.it


Full Page and Half Page 
Advertisements:

Be a part of That's The Spirit by 
showcasing your product with a 
full-page or half-page dedicated 
advertisement, designed for maximum 
impact within the immersive format of 
our magazine. 

Make a lasting impression as you 
introduce your brand to our audience, 
comprised of enthusiastic spirit lovers 
and industry professionals. Join us in 
shaping an unforgettable experience for 
our readers with your captivating 
presence on the pages of That's The 
Spirit.

(30x22,5 and 15x22,5).

ADVERTISING

* All prices are to be understood as exclusive of VAT.

500 euros*
350 euros*



Featured Advertising Pages:

Maximize your product visibility by 
choosing a featured advertising page!

ADVERTISING
Inside Front Cover

800 euros*

Inside Back Cover

700 euros*

Back Cover

1000 euros*

* All prices are to be understood as exclusive of VAT.



EDITORIALS

Editorial Feature:

Take center stage with a two-page 
spread entirely dedicated to your brand. 
This exclusive feature can include an 
interview, the preparation of your perfect 
serve, or any intriguing anecdotes you've 
always wanted to share with spirits 
lovers across Italy. Let your brand shine 
with a captivating story and connect on 
a deeper level with our audience. This is 
your opportunity to unveil the unique 
aspects of your brand in a way that 
resonates with enthusiasts. 

800 euros*

* All prices are to be understood as exclusive of VAT.



STORYTELLING +
PACKAGE
ilGin.it + Magazine

Unlock extensive coverage for your 
brand with a triple feature in That's the 
Spirit Magazine! Additionally, enjoy 
three exclusive online articles 
tailor-made for your brand, venue, 
profession, business, or event. 

Collaborate closely with our editorial 
team to determine the specific focus 
areas that will resonate most with our 
audience.

Examples of possible content:

● Interview
● Recipe/Perfect Serve
● Review
● Focus on a specific topic

Included Activities:

● Article sharing in our Newsletter
● Social: 1 Post ilGin.it on FB/IG + 1 

IG Story

3060 euros*
2700 euros*

* All prices are to be understood as exclusive of VAT.

3 articles 3 articles



Contacts:
bazze@thatsthespirit.it
whatsapp 3515434741

Service Cost

Full-Page Advertisement 500 euros

Half-Page Advertisement 350 euros* 

Inside Front Cover 800 euros* 

Inside Back Cover 700 euros*

Back Cover 1000 euros*

Editorial Feature 800 euros*

Editorial Feature +

Full-Page Advertisement

1.300 euros 1.000 euros*

Storytelling+ Package 3.060 euros 2.700 euros*

Summary of Services and Costs

* All prices are to be understood as exclusive of VAT.

** We have reserved special discounts for multiple purchases.

mailto:bazze@thatsthespirit.it

